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1 GNU ARM Toolchain

Let's install the ARM cross toolchain now. For our ARM board programming system on Windows 
we use Yagarto,  a pre-compiled toolchain based on common GNU tools  like GCC, GDB, LD, 
BINUTILS, etc. These GNU tools are well proved industry standard software, developed over the 
last 29 years.

First we have to install an ARM development toolchain, because Eclipse, that we will install later, is 
a graphical IDE with incomplete toolchain. This is no drawback, more a philosophy, because this is 
the reason why Eclipse works with nearly all compilers and all programming languages that are 
available. This includes the positive side effect that if You learn Eclipse with one language once, 
You can use it with any other language.

What is this GNU ARM Toolchain? It is a collection af cross-development tools around the GNU C 
compiler GCC. Cross development means, that You can write, compile and debug the code on a 
standard Windows PC - the host - and all the extensive development stuff remains on the host. 
Only the result, the working code, is transfered to Your controller board - the target - so that it can 
be as small as it has to be.

Tip: If You want to use the tested version of YAGARTO on the CD skip 1.-3. and start at 4. 

1.) First go to

http://www.yagarto.de

Now go to the Download (for Windows) side:
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2.) Here You choose the YAGARTO GNU ARM toolchain:

3.) Select the latest Version and download:
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4.) Start the setup program:

5.)  Choose  the  components.  You  should  choose  all  components  (default).  It  is  highly 
recommended that You also choose to add Yagarto to the PATH variable:

6.) Now, choose the install location.  

BUT DON'T DO THAT:
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Because Yagarto, like other UNIX related software will have problems with free spaces in path 
names. Select a path without spaces. We recommend 

    C:\Bitrelle\yagarto

7.) Then select a start menu folder, if You like another than the default folder:

8.) Yagarto will install now. After installation has completed press Finish and that's it:
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9.) Now check the environment variables for the Yagarto system path. 

Tip: If You don't know how to check environment variables in Windows go to the annex of this  
document „Environment Variables“. 

If it does not look like this (or the install location You have selected, before), then add Your install 
location path of Yagarto by hand. 

    C:\Bitrelle\yagarto\bin;

It  is  important  to  set  the  path  to  the binaries  subdirectory  of  Yagarto  and  not  to  the  Yagarto 
directory itself:

We recommend to log-off and log-in once again, now, to let the new environment variable become 
established.
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10.) Let's test now, if our new GNU ARM toolchain works, type

    arm-none-eabi-gcc.exe –version

You should see something like this:

If this return message or something similar does not appear and You did all the steps before, then 
check Your PATH variable again. Did You enter the path? Didn't You forget the semicolon? Is it 
realy the right path to Your  Yagarto binaries folder? Did You try a Windows restart?

You have just installed a ARM cross development toolchain for Windows. Now You are ready for 
the next step. Installing a JTAG boundary scan debugging system.
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2 JTAG Debugger

An ARM cross toolchain around the GCC compiler is not the only condition for a working Eclipse 
cross-compiling IDE. You need also some means, to get the programming code onto the target as 
well a cross-debugging tool that enables You to debug Your code on the target.

There is a well proved industry standard to communicate to hardware boards. It is called JTAG. 
This is an abbreviation for Joint Test Action Group. Some hardware manufacturers once joined to 
define a standard for on-board debugging of chips.

JTAG make it possible to

• read and set pin levels from outside (very helpful to test pins, especially of BGA chips)

• load and unload Code

• setting and resetting Breakpoints for debugging code

The JTAG host software we use is OpenOCD. A fast developing open source project for debugging 
ARM processors, that works very well with the GNU debugger GDB.

Tip: If You want to use the tested version of OpenOCD on the CD skip 1.-5. and start at 6.

1.) First go to 

http://openocd.sourceforge.net/ 

Tip: Download the newest version of the OpenOCD User's Guide from 

http://openocd.sourceforge.net/documentation/online-docs/
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2.) Then click to Freddie Chopins OpenOCD Windows binary distribution:

3.) At 

http://www.freddyiechopin.info 

click on Download:
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4.) Go to OpenOCD version 0.5.0:

5.) Choose OpenOCD version 0.5.0 to download. 

WE HAVE TESTED OPENOCD 0.5.0. 

It  is  important  that  You  download  version  0.5.0,  because  the  scripts  and  configuration  Files 
introduced later are optimized for this version. Other versions may run less stable or even not run 
at all with our config files. Please download now:
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6.) Extract and move the OpenOCD directory where You want. We recommend the directory where 
You just have installed the Yagarto ARM toolchain. In our example this is C:\Bitrelle

7.) Add two paths to the environment variable PATH:

    C:\Bitrelle\openocd-0.5.0;C:\openocd-0.5.0\bin;

The semicolons are important. Modify this accordingly to Your OpenOCD directory.

Tip: If You don't know how to check environment variables in Windows go to the annex of this  
document „Environment Variables“. 
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8.) Now, jump into Your OpenOCD directory and go into the subdirectory drivers. Here, please 
extract the 

    libusb-win32-ft2232

driver. We will need this in the next step.

9.) The next steps will show You how to install the drivers of Your JTAG device, but You won't find 
the drivers if You didn't work correctly so far, so:

BE SURE THAT YOU DID STEP 8. CORRECTLY.  

First go to the Windows Device Manager (via System Settings → System → Device Manager) 

Tip: If You don't know how to get to the Device Manager and adding drivers manually see the  
annex „Device Manager“.

PLUG THE USB CONNECTOR OF YOUR JTAG DEVICE INTO YOUR PC.

You should see popping up two new devices in the device manager:
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10.) Click with the right Mouse Key on one of the new devices and choose Install/Update Driver.

11.) Don't let Windows search automatically for the driver. This will not work.

CHOOSE MANUAL DRIVER SEARCH:
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12.) Now, search manually for a path to the driver:

13.) Add the path. It is exactly the same path to the directory „drivers/libusb-win32_ft2232...“ that 
You have just extracted at step 8 in Your OpenOCD directory tree. Within this libusb-win32_ft2232.. 
directory  there  are  subdirectories  regarding  the  processor  architecture.  Don't  choose  these 
subdirectories directly. Choose the libusb-win32_ft2232.. directory.

DO THE LAST STEPS A SECOND TIME FOR THE SECOND DEVICE. 
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14.) Afterwards check that Your Device Manager should look like this:

15.) Now it is time for a OpenOCD check. Write

    openocd-0.5.0.exe -f target\lpc2129.cfg -f interface\jtagkey2.cfg

in the command line. A similar output should appear:

AT THIS POINT IT IS ONLY IMPORTANT THAT OPENOCD DOES RUN. 

It must not return to the command prompt. Any other error message is not important at this time. 
Our configuration files and scripts to be introduced later should eliminate or at least minimize errors 
and warnings.
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If the program doesn't loop and the input prompt returns, something went wrong. Check Your PATH 
variables again. Did You enter both paths? Didn't You forget the semicolons? Is it really the right 
path to Your OpenOCD folder?  Did You try a Windows restart?

Still problems? Check the Device Manager again. Are both drivers correctly installed, like in the 
screenshot above? Are both drivers activated? Did You try to replug the USB connector (wait ten 
seconds)?

OpenOCD stays in a endless loop now and the command prompt does not return? You have done 
it, congratulations! Now, You are ready to install the Target Software. The installation is shown in 
the next chapter.
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3 Target Software

Now You should download the target software. Target software is a comprehensive collection of 
libraries and tutorials, You will use to develop You own programs. There is target software for our 
LPC2129 board and for our LPC 2368 Board.

Tip: If You want to use the version of Targets on the CD skip 1.-2. and start at 3.

1.) Go to 

http://www.bitrelle.com

and go to the Download Target Software Page. 

2.) Click on the Download Targets button and download the Target.zip File.

3.) Create a new folder 

  C:\Bitrelle\Data

Now, the C:\Bitrelle directory should look like that:
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4.) Extract and move the Targets.zip folder to 

    C:\Bitrelle\Data\Targets

It is very important that You have exactly the following folder structure, now:

    C:\Bitrelle\Data\Targets\Tutorials\LPC2129\Tut01_LED

Check  this,  and  if  not,  change  the  paths  so  that  Your  folder  structure  is  exactly  the  same. 
Otherwise the Tutorials will not work from instance and You have to change many path entries in  
Eclipse to make them running.

Now, You are ready to install the Eclipse programming IDE. The installation is shown in the next  
chapter.
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4 Eclipse IDE

Now it's time to install Eclipse. Eclipse is an IDE that helps You keeping the track of many files and 
folders.  Eclipse does not  include compilers,  this is  why we had to install  the GNU ARM tools 
before. This is no drawback, more a philosophy, because this is the reason why Eclipse works with 
nearly all compilers and all programming languages that are available. And this is why we choose 
Eclipse. It has also the positive side effect that if You learn Eclipse with one language, once, You 
can use it with any other language.

Tip: If You want to use the (tested) version of Eclipse on the CD skip 1.-4. and start at 5.

1.) Go to 

http://www.eclipse.org 

and click on the download button:
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2.) Go to download Eclipse IDE for C/C++ developers:

3.) Choose the Windows 32bit version of Eclipse IDE for C/C++ Developers, or choose the 64bit 
version if You are running an AMD x86-64 architecture processor on Your computer:
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4.) Download Eclipse:

5.) Extract and move the folder where You want. We recommend the same directory where You 
just have installed the Yagarto ARM toolchain and moved the OpenOCD folder to. In our example 
this is 

    C:\Bitrelle\eclipse
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6.) Generate a link to the eclipse.exe file by clicking the right mouse buttom and move it wherever 
you want, e.g. on Your Desktop:

7.) Start Eclipse by double-clicking the new link and choose a Workspace directory:

    C:\Bitrelle\Data\Targets\Tutorials\LPC2129

Or choose

    C:\Bitrelle\Data\Targets\Tutorials\LPC2364

depending on the target board You use.
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8.) The Eclipse welcome screen appears. Click the button the workbench:

9.) The Eclipse workbench appears. Before we start importing tutorials and learn to program with 
Eclipse we have to install some tools (make, rm) first.
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5 Unx Utilities

We will need at least two GNU utilities from the Linux world: MAKE and RM. They are included in 
common  Linux  command  shells  like  Cygwin  or  MinGW.  But  these  are  big  development 
environments that we actually don't need. 

Theres' a small distribution of Native Win32 ports of some GNU utilities, called Unx Utilities, that's 
what we choose.

Tip: If You have installed Cygwin or MinGW on Your PC, type 'rm' and 'make' in the command shell  
to be sure, these programs are correctly installed. If yes, You can skip this chapter.

Tip: If You want to use the tested version of UnxUtilities on the CD skip 1.-2. and start at 3.

1.) Go to 

http://unxutils.sourceforge.net 

Click the link to the download page:
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2.) Press the download button:

3.) Extract and move the folder where You want. We recommend the same directory where You 
just have installed Yagarto, OpenOCD and Eclipse. In our example this is 

    C:\Bitrelle\UnxUtils
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4.) Add the following path to the environment variable PATH:

    C:\Bitrelle\UnxUtils\usr\local\wbin;

The semicolon is important. If You have chosen another install directory modify this path.

Tip: If You don't know how to check environment variables in Windows go to the annex of this  
document „Environment Variables“. 

5.) Now check UnxUtils. Go to the command line, write

    make –version

    rm --version

A similar output should appear:
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6 Document History

Date Description Revision 
Number

Author(s)

19.1.2012 Initial Revision 1.0 R. Schaefer

24.5.2012 Target software installation added, 
path information updated

1.1 R. Schaefer
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7 Annex Telnet

OpenOCD  offers  a  Telnet  port  on  port  4444  by  default  that  is  very  useful  for  administration 
purposes. Unfortunately, some Windows versions don't have a Telnet client installed by default. So 
this chapter shows, how to install Telnet.

Tip: Test if You have a Telnet client pre-installed by typing telnet in the command line. If no error  
occurs and You get to the Telnet command prompt, type quit and skip this annex.

1.) First go to System Settings in Your Start menu. There go to Programs/Functions:

2.) Here go to to Install Windows Function on the left side:
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3.) Now mark the Telnet client checkbox and press o.k.:

4.) To start  the OpenOCD debug server, write 

    openocd-0.5.0.exe -f target\lpc2129.cfg -f interface\jtagkey2.cfg

in the command line. A similar output should appear:
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5.) Open a second command line and type

    telnet 127.0.0.1 4444

127.0.01 is the localhost IP address, 4444 is the port number of the OpenOCD telnet server:

6.) You see the OpenOCD command prompt. Here  You can input commands like version, usage, 
help,  log_output,  reset,  init,  halt,  exit,  etc.  See  the  OpenOCD documentation  for  all  possible 
commands. Type exit to leave the command prompt again:
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8 Annex Environment Variables

Here's  a  short  description  to  remember  how  to  add  or  change  environment  variables  under 
Windows.

1.) First go (e.g. via the Start menu) to System Settings and choose System:

2.) Here You have to choose Detailed Settings (in some Windows versions):
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3.) Click the Environment Variables button:

4.) Choose Path and edit the path:
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5.) Add the path:
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9 Annex Device Manager

Here's a short description to remember how to get to the Windows Device Manager:

1.) First go (e.g. via the Start menu) to System Settings and choose System:

2.) Here You have to choose the Device Manager:
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3.) Then You will see the Windows Device Manager:
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